TO: DIRECTOR
FROM: MEXICO CITY

ACTION: O
INFO: OS 26 VR

IN CASE MEX-7513

24 Dec 63

SECRET

Released under the John F. Kennedy Assassination
Records Collection Act of 1992
(44 USC 2107 Note)
NW 53220 6/27/17

TO REGIONAL ODACID SECURITY OFFICER REQUESTS INFO ON MARVIN COVINGTON AGR CHIT DPQ8 29 FEB 36 EL CENTRAL.

2. ON 26 NOV 63 ANSA II RPTED SUBJ WORKED 1955-56 AS REAL ESTATE BROKER IN CENTRO. SUBJ STATED FROM 1961-62 CALLED TO ACTIVE DUTY 6 TIMES ENLISTED RESERVIST. SINCE 1962 SUBJ HAS BEEN STUDENT INTERNATIONAL UNIV (UNAM) MUSIC SCHOOL.

3. RECENT LITANIL SUPERSTATE CONTACT OF TERESA PROENZA IN CUBA. LEO C. REDLICH (PD) STATES CARPENTER ACTIVE PRO-DISTROITE AT UNAM. IN INTERVIEW WITH LIOBIX I.SAY HE DESTROYED VISIT CUBA.

REQUEST BEING REFERRED HQS FOR ACTION. NO INDEX.
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